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Advancing ITCP requires new approaches to funding. A first step
is recognition by both the arts and computer science patrons that
topics in ITCP are legitimate; next must come support for exploration
of the intersections between IT and the arts and design, and with that
support for new kinds of technical and social and intellectual infrastructure for undertaking and providing access to ITCP. Those new
approaches, in turn, may require new skills and participants in funders’
decision-making processes. Grant program definitions should specifically embrace ITCP, but without that, progress in ITCP will depend on
grant seekers’ ingenuity in influencing program definitions and relating their ideas to existing programs.
In addition to monetary support, ITCP depends on resolving concerns about intellectual property rights. Not only does ITCP feature a
broad range of content and a broad range of expression, but its production can also involve creative reuse or adaptation of previously
generated content or expression. It also requires attention to the
archiving and preservation of IT-based works, both those of a fixed
nature and those designed to change through interactivity or other
factors.
The rise of ITCP and the process of contemplating its future point
to the need for better data on arts-related activities and trends. Although imperfect, the data available on scientific and technical research is better than that for arts activities. The lack of good data
hinders effective planning and policy making.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S
Realizing the potential of ITCP requires actions on many fronts—
by individuals, organizations, and funders of different kinds. The
benefits will accrue broadly—in multiple sectors of the economy, geographic regions, and disciplines. Other efforts already address the
roles of established arts institutions—museums, galleries, theaters,
and so on—in relation to IT-based art works and performances. This
report concentrates its recommendations on those most responsible
for nurturing the talent and the explorations that are the essence of
ITCP. The recommendations below build on discussions in the body
of the report, which explores the ecology of creative practices and the
components of the strategies through which ITCP can thrive.

FOR EDUCATORS
ADMINISTRATORS

AND

ACADEMIC

1. Support the achievement of fluency in information technology
(IT), and the development of critical and theoretical perspectives on
IT, by arts and design students through the provision of suitable
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facilities, opportunities for hands-on experience with IT tools and
media, and curricula that engage critical and theoretical issues relating
to IT and to information technology and creative practices (ITCP).
2. Support educational experiences for computer science students
that provide direct experience in the arts and design, critical discussion, and formation of broader cultural perspectives—not merely as
semi-recreational enrichment, but at a sufficiently challenging level to
raise hard questions about the social and cultural roles both of science
and technology and of the arts and design.
3. Foster exploration of ITCP through incentives and experimentation with a range of informal (e.g., workshops and seminars) and
formal vehicles (e.g., centers, awards)—in particular, by building firmly
and boldly on demonstrated local (and often small-scale) strengths
and productive relationships already in place.
4. Support curricula, especially at the undergraduate level, that
provide the necessary disciplinary foundation for later specialization
in ITCP.

FOR FOUNDATIONS, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES,
AND OTHER FUNDERS
5. Allocate funding not only to support work by specialists in
established and recognized areas of IT and of the arts and design, but
also to foster collaborations that open up new areas of ITCP.
6. Structure proposal review processes to encourage not only continued development of established and recognized areas of IT and of
the arts and design, but also higher-risk, longer-horizon efforts to
develop ITCP.
7. Provide program managers with more time and leeway to learn
about new fields and new kinds of grantees; encourage mobility among
grant makers, artists, designers, and computer scientists.
8. Develop a new grant-making category for tool (instrument)
building, emphasizing designs that are extensible and tools that provide support for improvisation, and for providing broad access to the
resulting tools. Expand research program support for work in aspects
of distributed control, sensors and actuators, video and audio processing, human-computer interaction, information retrieval, artificial intelligence, networking, embedded systems, generative processes, and
other technological areas that are critical to advancing ITCP, with a
particular focus on arts-and-design-inspired applications of these technologies that extend beyond conventional uses.
9. Factor infrastructure and archiving and preservation needs into
grant levels because this support is essential to enable future work in
ITCP.
10. Support the establishment of new prizes for excellence in ITCP
and the development of curated Web sites for its display or performance.
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11. To support policy decision making, underwrite a better knowledge base—ranging from the history of ITCP to the details of who is
doing what, where, when, and how—that parallels the knowledge
base in scientific and engineering fields.
12. Underwrite research on the formation of creative clusters and
the role that ITCP can play in promoting regional development.
13. Provide support for the creation and maintenance of networks
of organizations (composed of participants from academia, industry,
and cultural institutions) involved with ITCP.

FOR INDUSTRY
14. Seek opportunities to develop new products and services relating to the growing field of ITCP and to participate in the formation of
ITCP clusters.
15. Pursue relationships with centers of ITCP activity, and seek
opportunities to engage artists and designers who can contribute to
the development of ITCP products and services.

FOR

THE

NATIONAL ACADEMIES

16. Organize a symposium series on Frontiers of Creative Practice
(paralleling the Frontiers of Science and Frontiers of Engineering series) to bring together a cross section of young artists, designers,
scientists, and technologists working within ITCP.
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